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Length : Max. 12 pages (plus cover page +annexes)
Country: Honduras
Project Title: Suppmt for the national dialogue process and the strengthening of inclusive dialogue
spaces to resolve conflicts in Honduras
Project Number from MPTF-0 Gateway:
PBF project modality: If funding is disbursed into a national or regional trust fund:
[2;]
IRF
Country Trust Fund
D
Regional Trust Fund
D PRF
D
Name of Recipient Fund:
Expected project commencement date 1: 19 October 2018
Proiect duration in months: 2 18 months
Total PBF project budget* (by recipient organization starting with Lead):
UNDP: USO 1, 724,689
*The overall approved budget and the release of the second and any subsequent tranche are conditional and subjed to PBSOS approval
and subject to availability of funds in the PBF account

Anv other existine: fuudin!! for the proiect <amount and source):
PBF 2•• tranche*:
PBF 1'' tranche:
UNDP: $517,404
UNDP: $1,207,282
One sentence of project description: the project will support the implementation of the ·UN
Exploratory mission's recommendations to create a more suitable environment and better conditions
for the development of an inclusive and transparent national dialogue to resolve the political-electoral
crisis and pave the way for national reconciliation in Honduras. The UN mission was deployed based
upon the request of the Government of Honduras.
Summarize the in-country project consultation and endorsement process prior to submission to
PBSO, including through any PBF Steering Committee where it exists: extensive consultations
have taken place with the Government of Honduras and the project document has been developed in
close collaboration between the United Nations Conntry Team and the Government of Honduras key
civil society and private actors, UN agencies, and the international community in the process of a
developing a project document. A local Appraisal Committee revised and approved the document
prior to submission to the PBF. The Committee was comprised of the Minister for Human Rights.
Minister of the Presidency, Vice-Minister of External Relations and Cooperation, the United Nations
Resident Coordinator and UNDP
Project Gender Marker Score: 2
Score 3 for projects that have gender equality as a principal objective (minimum of 80% of total
budget going to gender equality and women's empowerment (GEWE)
Score 2 for projects that have gender equality as a significant objective (minimum of 30% of the total
budget going to GEWE)
Score 1 for projects that will contribute in some way to gender eauality, but not significantlv (less than
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1Note: actual com1nencen1ent date "\Vill be the date of first funds transfer.
2 Maxi1nu1n project duration for IRF projects is 18 1nonths, for PRF projects-36 months.
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15% of the total budget going to GEWE)
Specify% and$ of total project budget allocated to activities in direct pursuit of gender equality and women's
empo\verment: 20o/o (USD 344,938)
Project risk marker score: _1__

0 =low risk to achieving outcomes
1 =medium risk to achieving outcomes
2 =high risk to achieving outcomes
Select PBF Focus Areas which best summarizes the focus of the project (select ONLY one): 1.4

I

(I.I) SSR, (1.2) RoL; (!.l) DOR, (l.4) Political Dialogue;

(2.1) National reconciliation; (2.2) Der.1ocratic Governance; (2.3) Conflict prevention/management;
(3.1) Employment; (3.2) Equitable access to social services
(4.1) Streng[hening of essential national state capacity; (4.2) extension of state authority/local administration; ( 4 3) Governance of
neacebuildini::i: resources (includini! PBF Secretariats)

Type of submission:
New project

~
Project amendment

D

If it is a project amendment, select all changes that apply and provide a
brief justification:
Extension of duration: 0
Change of project outcome/ scope: 0
Change of budget allocation between outcomes or budget categories of
more than 15%: 0
Additional PBF budget: 0
Brief justification:

Note: If this is an amendment, show any changes to the project document in
RED colour, ensuring a new result framework and budget tables are
included with clearly visible changes. Any parts of the document which are
not qffectecl, should remain the sanie. Nelv signatures are required
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Peacebuilding Context and Rationale for PBF support (4 pages max)

Honduras faces one of the highest levels of pove1ty, social and economic inequalities in
Latin America. The fiscal reform has been successful in reducing the deficit, but it had
negative effects on the provision of public goods and equity. Economic growth is insufficient
to cope with unemployment, increasing the likelihood of people emigrating or joining groups
linked to organized crime. More than 60.9% of households are living in poverty and 38.4% in
extreme poverty. 70.7% are living in multidimensional poverty. Pove1ty is exacerbated by
limited income-generating opportunities and high vulnerability to natural disasters and
climate change. This restricts prospects for sustainable development, paiticularly for
vulnerable groups. [nternal migrants, repatriated migrants, households headed by single
mothers, teen mothers and grandmothers caring for grandchildren whose parents have
migrated are pa1ticularly vulnerable and lack access to housing and services. The country has
also one of the highest rates of non-studying and non-working youth (26.8%, 2016). Analysis
of the economically-active population shows women at a distinct disadvantage compared to
men. Indeed, according rn a World Bank study in 2017, Honduras is the third most unequal
country in the world with a Gini Index of 0.53. The country ranks 131 out of 188 countries
on the human development index.
Citizen insecurity and unconventional violence related to gangs and drug-trafficking are
an obstacle to human development. There are serious concerns over human rights violations
as highlighLed by various rapporteurs who visited Honduras in the last 2 years. The Honduras
2015 Universal Periodic Review provided 152 recommendations, of which 94 (60.5 per cent)
referred directly to the situation of women, indigenous and afro-descendant ethnic groups,
youth, people with disabilities and the LGBTI community. Violence poses a serious obstacle
to human development in Honduras. In 2017, IDB estimated crime-related costs at 6.5% of
the GDP. Once the most violent country in the world, homicide rates have significantly
decreased due to significant efforts and investment in repression and control (prevention is
lagging). Jn 2017, the homicide rate was of 43 per 100,000 inhabitants. On the other hand,
and despite this significant decrease, excessive levels of violence such as extortion, gang
control and organized crime persist.
[mpunity is rampant; institutions are impacted by low efficacy and high levels of
corruption. The government has a legal anti-corruption framework in place and has installed
an Organization of American States-led Mission to Suppo1t the Fight against Corruption and
Impunity (MACCIH)- Nevertheless, landmark corruption cases remain unsolved and reports
about networks of corruption involving high-raking officials have multiplied lately with no
significant prosecution efforts.
An update of the Political Analysis and Prospective Scenarios (PAPEP) undertaken in
2018 by UNDP reconfirmed previous finding in 2012. There are high risks that Honduras has
derives into a governability crisis if Hondurans, and especially their leadership, did not
generate substantive agreements to promote the necessary reforms .... ". It is w01th noting that
the PAPEP prospective analyses of April and May 2009 pre-figured as well the coup d'etat of
June 28, 2009. The 2013 elections changed the electoral panorama forever. Unlike the 2009
elections, many candidates representing other parties participated and, as a result, the
biparlisan system that has dominated the country for more than 30 years was disrupted and,
for the first time, the congress had four benches. Nevertheless, despite apparent peace and
stability, the wounds remained open. Growing inequality and feelings of injustice continued
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to prevail and were aggravated by high levels of social and political fragmentation. Social
discontent is reflected in social movements, such as Los lndignados .
The 2017 general elections were held on 26 November in a peaceful manner and strong
presence of main political pai1ies· representatives at the polling stations. However, the
situation started to deteriorate during the processing of tally sheets results and in the
aftermath of the delayed announcement of partial preliminary results by the Supreme
Electoral Tribunal (TSE), 9 hours after the closure of the polls whereas these were usually
announced 3 hours after voting closes. This delay and reported failures in the TSE's
technological system heightened mistrust and led to requests for revisions, re-counts,
annulment of presidential election and later episodes of post-electoral violence.
Protests erupted on 29 November, including demonstrations, mass rallies in front of state
institutions and roadblocks. A State of Siege was declared by the State for I 0 days. In some
cases, discontent deteriorated into looting and damage to private and public property. The
cmTent situation was further complicated by the presence of a multiplicity of organized crime
networks, disgruntled police officers among those recently separated from the service and the
proliferation of weapons in the country.
Rep011s of human rights violations have exacerbated polarization in the society and public
distrust of the political class, political parties and the institutions of the State, especially the
bodies linked to elections (Supreme Electoral Tribunal and Citizens Regist1y) and the judicial
branch,
According to the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR), between 29 November and 22 December, at least 23 people were killed in the
context of the post-electoral protests, including 22 civilians and one police officer. In
addition, OHCHR found that mass arrests took place, and that at least 1,351 people were
detained between I and 5 December for violating the curfew.
In response to the letter sent on 23 .January 2018 by the Government of Honduras to the
Secretary-Genera!, requesting the United Nations' technical supp011 to facilitate a national
dialogue for resolving the political crisis, and in line with similar requests by civil society
and opposition parties, an exploratory mission was deployed by the UN Depa1tment of
Political Affairs (DPA) to Honduras, from 6-10 February 2018. In its report, the mission
expressed the UN readiness to support an inclusive dialogue in Honduras that requires the
real will of Hondurans to pa1ticipate. However, given the existing level of distrust towards
the Government and between different sectors, the mission recommended a series of actions
which could set the basis for dialogue by helping to lower tensions and generate confidence
in an eventual process. It concluded that without such prior efforts, it is unlikely that any
dialogue will enjoy the needed credibility and breadth of pa11icipation to make a significai1t
difference in the country" s future.
As follow up to the DPA's exploratory mission, the UN Resident Coordinator in Honduras
organized several bilateral and multilateral pre-dialogue meetings with main political
stakeholders, including representatives from the Opposition and the Government. These
discussions aimed for building bridges among political actors and reaching minimum
consensus on (a) accountability for human rights violations in the post-election period (with
participation of OHCHR and the new Human Rights Secretariat); (b) a binding mechanism
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for political agreements; and (c) the definition of the attributes of an independent
facilitator(s) I or mediator(s).
In this changing and fragile context, it is important to highlight the impmtance of creating
a favorable environ1nent for dialogue and developing local capacities for conflict prevention
and mediation. In this perspective, political dialogue is key, but not the only democratic
space to resolve the political-electoral crisis. A favorable environment, community and
sectoral consultations as a means to prevent and mediate conflicts, and the identification of
priority reforms are also other mechanisms that will reduce polarization in society and help to
promote reconciliation.
Alignment with Governmental and UN strategic frameworks and national ownership
This project was developed in a consultative process involving the government of
Honduras, key civil society representatives, private sector actors, the Resident Coordinator's
Office, UN and selected members of the international community (such as USAID, EU,
Canada, Germany, UK and Swiss Development Agency).
National Policy Framework
The Project is in line with the Honduran Country Vision 2010-20384, Strategic Area 2
"Democracy, citizenship and governability'', which is a key document of the Development
Planning System of Honduras. Also, the project is aligned with the national SDGs and the
Government Plan 2018-2022.
UN Policy Framework
The Project is consistent with the UN Development Assistance Programme (UNDAF)
2017-2021 Outcome 3 which envisions that "The Honduran population, particalal'iy those

in vulnerable situations in municipalities experiencing high levels of violence and crime,
improve their conditions of living, citizen security and access to protection mechanisms,
with broad citizen participation.".
It will support the achievement of Sustainable Development Goal 16 (Peace and Justice),
to "promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to
justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels".

National Ownership
This project derives from a request sent by the Government of Honduras to the UN
Secretary General for technical support to facilitate a national dialogue. Similar requests
were received by civil society and opposition parties. Through the preliminary design phase,
known as pre-dialogue, the RC has involved key national counterparts, UN agencies, civil
society and private sector, as well as representatives of the international community .. Such
approach will continue and is expected to ensure that national priorities and expectations, as
well as international standards, are properly addressed which will hopefully result in a more
consistent national engagement.
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II. Project content, strategic justification and implementation strategy (4 pages max
Plus Results Framework Annex)
The main objective of the project will be to carry out actions at the local and national
level, which \vill contribute to reduce tensions and build trust among the 1nain actors of
Honduran society. In this sense, the project will support the implementation of the
recommendations of the UN Exploratory Mission of the Department of Political Affairs to
create the most appropriate environment and conditions for the development of an inclusive
and transparent national dialogue to resolve the political- electoral crisis and pave the way for
national reconciliation.
Due to the volatility of the context and the fragility of the process, and in line with the
recommendations of the UN Exploratory Mission, the project will implement the following
strategic axes:

I. Promote an enabling environment by helping to reduce tensions and build confidence
in an eventual dialogue process by defining a 1ninln1u1n consensus on the conditions
for an inclusive political dialogue; create synergies among diverse polarized groups
of civil society to promote a proactive 1·0Ie, reduce tensions and build confidence in
an eventual dialogue process; and develop mediation and conflict resolution
capabilities of key Human Rights organizations, including their teams in selected
regions;
2. Create minimum conditions to re-establish dialogue and appropriate conditions by
facilitating community and I or sectoral consultations as a means of mediating and I
or preventing future conflicts. Starting from the post-electoral situation which caused
political fragmentation that impacts the economic and social sectors of the country,
socio-economic consultations are considered that allow a participatory process to
elaborate actions plans for each relevant sector for the country with focus in localities
where high levels of post-electoral violence, eg. San Pedro Sula, Choloma, San
Francisco de Yojoa (Rio Lindo) and Pimienta in the department of Cortes; El
Progreso (Agua Blanca and Santa Rita) in the depaitment of Yoro; La Ceiba
(Quebrada de Samba Creek) and Arizona in the department of Atlantida; Saba in the
department of Colon, and Central District in the depaitment of Francisco Morazan.
Existing structures and mechanisms will be used if applicable.
3. Facilitate and support the process of priority reforms (for example, constitutional,
electoral, administrative, etc.) to support the resolution of the political-electoral crisis
and prevent future conflicts through the provision of the necessary technical
assistance for the definition and adoption of the agreed reforms.
Monitoring mechanisms will be implemented to guarantee the adequacy and
sustainability of the dialogue ai1d consultations mechanisms that will be suppottcd by the
project. In addition, UNDP Honduras will conduct permanent analysis and monitoring of the
political context in close consultation with the Department of Political Affairs to manage the
risks and adapt, if necessary, the implementation approach according to the circumstances.

It should also be emphasized that the gender and age approaches will be integrated as a
transversal element to the different activities and products. On the one hand, the project will
take the necessary measures to promote the participation of women and young people during
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the activities in the field. On the other hand, the project will implement the necessary
mechanisms to collect relevant information to produce statistics sensitive to gender, age, etc.
which will be socialized in a systemic and timely manner.
Concretely, the project will ensure equitable participation of women, men and other
groups that would have representation in the selected localities (see section III, subsection
B). At the same time, the project will facilitate the participation of different age groups. As
mentioned before, these dispositions will enable the project to produce age and gender

sensitive statistics in regular basis.
In the same sense, during the pre-dialogue activities and local consultations, the project
will examine the conditions that women need to better locate their demands and the obstacles
that do not allow full participation during the national dialogue. Specifically, the project will
promote the consideration of the 2017 Political Agenda for Women during the stakeholders
mapping and the definition of the national dialogue roadmap. Special attention will be given
to the identified vulnerable groups, including women, youth, people with disabilities, and
indigenous and Afro-Honduran peoples.

It is wo11h noting that the dialogue process will link organizations of young people
affected by violence, forced recruitment, displacement and other human rights violations. In
this regard, the United Nations Security Council recognized the contribution of young people
in maintaining peace and promoting security, the fundamental role they play in the
prevention and resolution of conflicts and the ability to be agents of essential change for the
sustainability, inclusiveness and success of this type of initiatives.
The project's strategy is designed to maximize cost-efficiency and effectiveness. It is
tailored to the specific outcomes and outputs that arc described in the Results Framework,
and it aims to take advantage of synergies with other ongoing initiatives. In terms of
outcomes, the project will contribute to develop a more suitable environment and better
conditions are created for the development of an inclusive and transparent national dialogue
to resolve the political-electoral crisis and pave the way to national reconciliation.
From the sustainability perspective, the project will develop technical capac1t1es
(methodologies, tools, know-how, and best practices) in conflict analysis and preparation of
prospective scenarios of key national instances, including National Commissioner for Human
Rights (CONADEH), Secretariat of Human Rights, Secretariat of the Presidency, and the
Secretariat of Governance, Justice and Decentralization. This approach will allow these
national instances having its own technical capacities to develop knowledge at the local level
(see more details in section [[],paragraph E).
Regarding the Theory of Change (Annex D), the project is designed to create minimum
conditions that contribute to the restoration of sustainable dialogue spaces and promote the
peaceful resolution of conflicts. Such transformation will be possible by helping the country
to reduce tensions and build confidence among actors in conflict, stablishing inclusive
dialogue spaces, and facilitating agreements and follow up on the implementation of priority'
reforms. These dispositions will enable the resolution of the political-electoral crisis and will
establish the foundation for a more suitable environment for conflict prevention and human
development.
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Concretely, the project will implement the recommendations issued by the UN
Exploratory Mission to (a) create an rnabling environment by helping to reduce tensions and
build confidence in an eventual dialogue process; (b) create minimum conditions to reestablish dialogue spaces; and (c) facilitate priority reforms to support the resolution of the
political-electoral crisis and prevent future conflicts. Furthermore, the project will support the
implementation of follow-up mechanisms that will increase the possibilities that reached
agreements could be transformed into policies, legal/administrative reforms and initiatives .
In addition to fostering dialogue and following up on the agreements, the project will
develop the capacities of key national institutions (Secretariat of the Presidency, Secretariat
of Human Rights and Secretariat of Governance, Justice and Decentralization) and other
actors (CONADEH and CSOs) lo promote mechanisms for early identification and resolution
of potential conflicts.

III. Project management and coordination (4 pages max)
a) Recipient organizations and implementing partners
The Project will be implemented by UNDP and UNDPA with participation of other UN
Agencies as per specific priorities identified throughout the dialogue process, as described
below:
UN Department of Political Affairs (DPA): Given the politico-electoral nature of the crisis
and the fact that the project will implement the recommendations of the DPA exploratory
mission, DPA's participation is critical not only in terms of standard clearances or peer
review but also in the design and implementation of the national political dialogue (Output
I.I and 1.2). Likewise, the Electoral Assistance Division (EAD) will guide UN support to
electoral refonn.(Output 1.3). In this perspective, DPA will be fielding missions for defining
UN scope of work, monitoring and evaluation of risks, as well as for the identification and
deployment of high-level experts that will act as resource persons, facilitators, co-facilitators
and/ or mediators as needed. The specific contributions and support of DPA that will be
funded by the project include:
Deployment of experts from the Stand-by Team of Mediation. The first expett(s), as
highlighted by pre-dialogue consultations, will facilitate/ co-facilitate the working
group on human rights. DPA in consultation with the RC and other project partners
will evaluate the pertinence and timing of additional support as the dialogue unfolds.
Deployment of experts identified by DPA"s Electoral Assistance Division (EAD) to
provide specialized technical inputs on Electoral Refonns.
Remote and in-country political and electoral support analyses and risk management
advice to reduce UN exposure and contribute to the sustainability, transparency, and
inclusiveness of the dialogue process. The mission agenda will be defined at the onset
of the dialogue process and will include at least 3 in-country missions.
Secretariat of the Presidency: Acts as representative of the Presidency of the Republic
vvithin the political dialogue, coordinates. and articulates actions \Vith the various institutions
of the public sector, for matters related to sectoral dialogue. It monitors, channels and
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responds to agreements ansmg in the different sectoral dialogue spaces at the local and
national levels. This secretariat acts as the responsible party in the context of the project.

Secretariat of Human Rights: from the perspective of policies for the promotion and
protection of human rights, this new secretariat not only plays an essential role, but given its
recent creation represents an oppmiunity to contribute to its positioning and development of
a differentiated organizational culture, with a focus on the SDGs, transparency, inclusion and
prevention. Jn addition, the secretariat has a leading role in the lnterlocution Table (Mesa de
lnterlocuci6n), which is a crucial space to create synergies between polarized groups. Due to
the priority that is being given to the reports of human rights violations during the postelectoral period, the secretariat will also play a relevant role with respect to the follow-up of
the political dialogue agreements.
Political parties and former presidential candidates: this target group is essential to
achieve political consensus and the sustainability of the project's results, since they exert an
influence on a large pa11 of the population. In addition, during the pre-electoral period of the
next electoral process, this group can play a preponderant role in the prevention of conflicts
and as infom1ation channels due to its national cove.rage.
National Commissioner for Human Rights (CONADEH): the monitoring role exercised
by CONADEH and its presence in the depaiiments, are important factors to consider
CONADEH as a relevant actor to be strengthened during the dialogue process. The human
rights issue has been agreed as a priority during the political dialogue"s preparatory
discussion. Therefore, the permanent and positive involvement of CONADEH in the
dialogue spaces, particularly at the local level, will promote a human rights approach. In
addition, this independent entity will be able to develop the minimum capacities and
contribute to the facilitation of prevention, monitoring and mitigation spaces during the
progress of the sectoral and political dialogue.
National Congress (CN): this national body plays a major role in the adoption of the
regulatory (legal) aspects related to the political dialogue agreements. Any proposal that is
promoted from the civil society or by national instances, should be analyzed, adapted and
approved by the National Congress. In other words, the implementation of the reforms
resulting from the political dialogue agreements will require in some cases, the elaboration,
socialization and adoption oflaws and other legal instruments that can only be validated and
approved by the National Congress. During the preparatory discussions for the installation of
the political dialogue, the National Congress created three special inter-party commissions
that will be responsible for analyzing the proposals to constitutional and electoral reforms,
among others. Consequently, the project will seek ways to support these intcr-pa11y
commissions through experts and technical assistance for the establishment of spaces for
technical analysis, consultation and socialization.
Civil Society Organizations: main actors in the dialogue and coordination spaces that will
be promoted by the project in the selected localities. As part of the strategy to achieve their
proactive involvement during the dialogue process and in later stages, a mapping exercise
will carry out to identify those civil society instances with credibility and potential to
positively influence the reconciliation process and further conflict prevention. Once the
inapping exercise is con1pleted, the project \Nill make the necessary contacts to involve them

and encourage their participation throughout the project lifespan. To promote consensus and
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national ownership, the project will ensure that this group takes part in the definition of the
basic elements related to the different dialogue spaces.
International community: international partners of the G-16 will be invited as observers to
the Political Dialogue's Technical Committees as part of the strategy to establish a more
credible, inclusive, and transparent dialogue process.
Other UN Agencies: The project foresees the involvement of other members of the UNCT
as per relevant themes to their mandates and scope of interest identified throughout the
dialogue process. The project will ensure due direct cost recove1y.
b) Project management and coordination
The project will be implemented through a Direct Implementation Modality (DIM) and will
be administered and managed in accordance with the rules and regulations of UNDP. The
governance structure of the project will be as following:

Project Board: is the group responsible for making management decisions based on a
consensus, or when the Project Coordinator requires guidance, including approval of any
modification to the project. The implementation of decisions on activities and accountability
rests with UNDP, in accordance with its regulations, rules, policies and procedures. The
monitoring and quality assurance of the project carried out by the project board is performed
according to decision milestones designed during the development of the project or, when the
Project Coordinator considers it. The project board is consulted by the Project Coordinator
when it comes to making decisions in case the project tolerances are going to be exceeded.
Project Assurance: UNDP will provide supervision, oversight and quality assurance role
involving UNDP staff in the Country Office and at the regional and headqumiers levels.
Project Assurance will be totally independent of the Project Management function. The
quality assurance role will support the Project Board and the project management by carrying
out objective and independent project oversight and monitoring functions. This role ensures
that appropriate project management milestones are managed and completed. The Project
Board cannot deleg:ite any of its quality assurance responsibilities to the Project Manager.
Tlle Project Assurance role will be performed by the UNDP Programme Analyst.
Project Team: will be directly responsible for the operation and management of the daily
activities of the project, as well as the planning, implementation and supervision of the
project actions. The project management team, consisting of a Coordinator, an
administrative, a procurement and a monitoring specialist, will be recruited by UNDP.
For quick reference, the project's governance structure is the following:
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:

Project Board (Governance Mechanism)
Senior Beneficiary
SREC!, Secretariat of the
Presidency,_ Secretari'at of
Human Rights, Secretariat of

Senior Supplier
UNDP I DPA I Donors

Executive
UNDP

Governance and Justice.
I

Project Assurance
f'L9~WJJJJ.l1& Officer

UNOP

Project Manager

>---

Project Support
Operations Unit/CO
UNOP

.

I

I
Project Team:
AdminiStration,
Monitoring and
Procurement

I

Thematic Team:
Political Analysis, Electoral
Analysts, Gender, lndig-enous

Peoples,. Mediation and Confllct
Resolution, Communication, M S.
E and processes systematization.

I
Specialized technical
assis-tance;

Pool of national and
international experts

Project location: the project team will be hosted by the UNDP Country Office in Honduras.
Due to the local focus of the project, a large part of the project activities will be carried out in
the municipalities and will seek the involvement and commitment of local actors.
UNDP Direct support services: UNDP will maintain the oversight and management of the
overall project It will be responsible for the project implementation, monitoring, timely
reporting of the progress to the PBF Secretariat, as well as organizing reviews and/or
evaluations, if needed. The UNDP Country Office will provide the physical space, as well as
logistical and operational services for the proper functioning of the project (communications
and technologies, among others). In addition, technical, financial and administrative services
necessary for the execution of the programmatic activities will be provided (procurement
services, among others). The associated costs for these services are included in the project's
budget
Implementation localities: the project will start its activities in Tegucigalpa with plans to
expand to the regions, as necessary, for socio-economic consultations and in the
municipalities with high levels of post-electoral violence such as San Pedro Sula, Choloma,
San Francisco de Yojoa (Rio Lindo) and Pimiema in the department of Cortes; El Progreso
(Agua Blanca and Santa Rita) in the department of Yorn; La Ceiba (Quebrada de Sambo
Creek) and Arizona in the department of Atlantida; Saba in the department of Colon and
Central District in the department of Francisco Morazim. Other municipalities or localities
could be incorporated during the project lifespan depending on the funds available and the
development of the political and sectoral dialogues.
Audit: the project can be subject to audit according to the standards, terms of reference for
audits of directly implemented projects, and procedures established by UNDP. Funds should
be inobilized tOr this activity.
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Fill out project implementation readiness checklist in Annex C.
c) Risk management
::

'''

·-_

'.-

Risks fo achfeve
>

fesults

Pauses, disruption or
withdrawal of the
main political actors
at the level of the
preparatory table or
the national dialogue

Probaliifftyof.

Intensify of
occurrence> ·impact (liigli,
(high, m_edium; ·. · ihe_a. iu_._m_.· ·, low)···
·
low ·
Medium

High

Mitig~tio~slrat~~.and
·••· ·.·
re_SP?llsible .. ·
i. Manage teclmical support for
political-electoral reforms and
social consultations in parallel
I to the political dialogue to
I define common minimum
standards and issues and
generate proposals;
ii. Maintain a fluid level of
bilateral co·nversations with the
main political forces;
iii. Keep the communication
channel. open and hold meetings
with the Junta de Convocantes
and other civil society
platforms, whose main function
has been to bring the patties
closer and maintain this
perspective with the three main
political actors.

Changes in the work
teams of the
institutions and
partner agencies can
generate delays in the
implementation of the
work !ans
' High polarization
between political
parties and within
civil society that can
hamper an inclusive
dialogue at both
central and local
levels.

Medium

Medium

Establishment of institutional
agreements that promote
continuity vvith the tea111s
within the partner institutions.
Responsible (s): Project Team.

Medium

High

i. Implement strategies and
methodologies to build bridges
between parts in conflict and
reach 1ninimun1 agreen1ents;
ii. Development and
implementation of a
co1nmunication strategy that
'-Vill contribute to infonn the
population and promote the
participation of the different
actors in the dialoaue and
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consultation spaces·.

Resoonsible (s): Proiect Team.
d) Monitoring and evaluation
The project will have a Monitoring Specialist responsible of the compilation of relevant
information to produce gender-sensitive statistics that will serve as evidence for the
elaboration of reports and other relevant management instruments. All the relevant
information related to the M&E framework will be collected in regular basis and will be
reported quarterly, as per UNDP practices.
Also, a-lessons learned exercise is envisaged at the end of the project to identify good
practices and other relevant information with respect to the development of program
activities and, in pai1icular, regarding the process of strengthening the instances with which
the project has developed strategic alliances and has also implemented activities in the field.
The break-down of M&E budget is the following:
Resource
Monitoring Specialist
Lessons learned and evaluation
Total M&E bud.,et ·. ·

...

..

Total USD
61,634
30,000
91,634

In addition to the above described dispositions, the project will have the support of the CO' s
Project Management Support Unit, which will ensure quality assurance during the project
lifespan.
e) Project exit strategy/ sustainability
The project will undertake several training workshops addressed to key personnel of
CONADEH, the Secretariat of Human Rights through the Directorate of Preventive
Management of the Risk of Violations of Human Rights and of Social Conflict, the
Secretariat of Governance, fostice and Decentralization, and the Secretariat of the Presidency
in matters of conflict analysis and the preparation of prospective scenarios. The latter, the
Secretariat of the Presidency, has been delegated by the President of the Republic to
represent the Government it) the political dialogue and is currently facilitating sectoral
dialogues to resolve conflicts in several sectors such as coffee and transport.
The training of trainers' workshops that the project will carry out, will allow to scale up at
the national level and will enable those instances to transfer knowledge in local spaces that
are not reached by the project or in a later stage out of the project lifespan. Also, during the
local and sectoral consultations, the project will promote the pa11icipation of staff from the
instances mentioned above which will contribute to know-how development.
IV. Project budget

Staff and other personnel: the budget in this category will allow the setting up of a small
project team that under the supervision and guidance of UNDP Management, will be
responsible of the planning, implementation, and monitoring of project activities. Also, the
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project will have a thematic team with national and international analysts, specialists and
experts in the following areas: Political Analysis, Electoral Analysis, Gender, Indigenous
Peoples, Mediation and Conflict Resolution, Communication, M&E and processes
systematization.

Contractual services and Travel: due the political context and the nature of the current
crisis, the political actors and national counterparts expressed the need for support and
technical assistance by high level international experts. To ensure quality and timely support,
the project will require the support of the UNDP Regional Center in Panama and DPA to
identify and deploy the required experts. This will entail costs associated with travel and incountry living expenses and emoluments for UN/UNDP staff and international consultants
being deployed to Honduras.
The detailed budget is included in Annex E.
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Annex A.1: Project Administrative arrangements for UN Recipient Organizations
(This section uses standard wording- please do not remove)
The UNDP MPTF Office serves as the Administrative Agent (AA) of the PBF and is responsible for
the receipt of donor contributions, the transfer of funds to Recipient UN Organizations, the
consolidation of narrative and financial reports and the submission of these to the PBSO and the PBF
donors. As the Administrative Agent of the PBF, MPTF Office transfers funds to RUN OS on the
basis of the signed Memorandum of Understanding between each RUNO and the MPTF Office.

AA Functions
On behalf of the Recipient Organizations, and in accordance with the UNDG-approved "Protocol on
the Ad1ninistrative Agent for Multi Donor Trust Funds and Joint Prograinmes, and One UN funds"
(2008), the MPTF Office as the AA of the PBF will:
•

Disburse funds to each of the RUNO in accordance with instructions from the PBSO. The AA
will normally make each disbursement within three (3) to five (5) business days after having
received instructions fro1n the PBSO along \Vith the relevant Submission form and Project
document signed by all participants concerned;

•

Consolidate narrative repo1ts and financial statements (Annual and Final), based on sub1nissions
provided to the AA by RUNOS and provide the PBF consolidated progress reports to the donors
and the PBSO;

•

Proceed with the operational and financial closure of the project in the MPTF Office syste1n once
the completion is notified by the RUNO (accompanied by the final narrative report, the final
certified financial state;11ent and the balance refund);

•

Disburse funds to any RUNO for any costs extension that the PBSO tnay decide in accordance
with the PBF rules & regulations.

Accountability, transparency and reporting of the Recipient United Nations Organizations
Recipient United· Nations Organizations \Vill assume full program1natic and financial accountability
for the funds disbursed to them by the Administrative Agent. Such funds will be administered by each
RUNO in accordance \Vith its o\vn regulations, rules, directives and procedures.
Each RUNO shall establish a separate ledger account for the receipt and administration of the funds
disbursed to it by the Ad1ninistrative Agent fro1n the PBF account. This separate ledger account shall
be administered by each RUNO in accordance '1-Vith its O\VTI regulations, rules, directives and
procedures, including those relating to interest. The separate ledger account shall be subject
exclusively to the internal and external auditing procedures laid do\vn in the financial regulations,
rules, directives and procedures applicable to the RUNO.
Each RUNO \.Vil! provide the Ad1ninistrative Agent and the PBSO (for narrative repo1ts only) with:
•

Bi-annual progress reports to be provided no later than 15 June;

•

Annual progress reports to be provided no later than 15 Noveinber;

•

Final (end of project) narrative reports, to be prnvided no later than three months after the
operational closure of the project;

•

Annual financial statements as of 31 December with respect to the funds disbursed to it from the
PBF, to be provided no later than four months (30 April) after the end of the calendar year;
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•

Certified final financial state1nents after the co1npletion of the activities in the approved
prograinmatic docutnent, to be provided no later than six months (30 June) of the year follo\ving
the completion of the activities.

•

Unspent Balance at the closure of the project \vould have to been refunded and a notification sent
to the MPTF Office, no later than six months (30 June) of the year following the completion of
the activities.

I

Ownership of Equipment, Supplies and Other Property
Ownership of equipment, supplies and other property financed from the PBF shall vest in the RUNO
undertaking the activities. Matters relating to the transfer of O\.Vnership by the RUNO shall be
determined in accordance with its O\VTI applicable policies and proce_dures.

Public Disclosure
I

The PBSO and Administrative Agent will ensure that operations of the PBF are publicly disclosed on
the PBF website (http://unpbf.org) and the Administrative Agent's website (http://mptf.undp.org).
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Annex A.2: Project Administrative arrangements for Non-UN Recipient Org!'nizations

(This section uses standard wording- please do not remove)
Accountability, transparency and reporting of the Recipient Non-United Nations
Organization:
The Recipient Non-United Nations Organization will assume full programmatic and financial
accountability for the funds disbursed to them by the Administrative Agent. Such funds will
be administered by each recipient in accordance with its own regulations, rules, directives
and procedures.
The Recipient Non-United Nations Organization will have full responsibility for ensming
that the Activity is implemented in accordance with the signed Project Document;
In the event of a financial review, audit or evaluation recommended by PBSO, the cost of
such activity should be included in the project budget;
Ensure professional management of the Activity, including performance monitoring and
reporting activities in accordance with PBSO guidelines.
Ensure compliance with the Financing Agreement and relevant applicable clauses in the
Fund MOU.

Reporting:
Each Receipt will provide the Administrative Agent and the PBSO (for narrative repmts
only) with:
•
•
•
•

•

•

Bi-annual progress reports to be provide no later than 15 June;
Annual progress reports to be provided no later than 15 November;
Final (end of project) narrative reports, to be provided no later than three months after
the operational closure of the project;
Annual financial statements as of 31 December with respect to the fonds disbursed to
it from the PBF, to be provided no later than four months (30 April) after the end of
the calendar year;
Certified final financial statements after the completion of the activities in the
approved programmatic document, to be provided no later than six months (30 June)
of the year following the completion oflhe activities.
Unspent Balance at the closure of the project would have to been refunded and a
notification sent to the Administrative Agent, no later than three months (31 March)
of the year following the completion of the activities.

Ownership of Equipment, Supplies and Other Property
Matters relating to the transfer of ownership by the Recipient Non-UN Recipient
Organization will be determined in accordance with applicable policies and procedures
defined by the PBSO.
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Public Disclosure.
The PBSO and Administrative Agent will ensure that operations of the PBF are publicly
disclosed on the PBF website (http://unpbf.org) and the Administrative Agent website
(http :www.mptf.undp.org)

Final Project Audit for NUNO projects
An independent project audit will be requested by the end of the project. The audit report needs to be
attached to the final narrative project report. The cost of such activity must be included in the project
budget If this is not the case, a budgetary revision, to include such costs, 1nust be provided by
submitting the Project Budget Revision and No-Cost Extension fonn

As part of the PBSO and MPTF-0 review of the project document, PBSO will obtain
and consider the following:
Annual report of the Recipient Organization;
Audited Financial Statements for the last three years;
Proof of previous funding by the UN, the PBF, or any of the contributors to the PBF;
A letter from RO"s external auditor stating that the RO has the requisite financial
systems, internal controls and capacity to manage project funds. At the time of
submission, the auditor must also provide membership of a national or regional audit
association;
Be registered as a non-profit, tax exempt organization (in both, the country where
headquarter is located and in country of implementation)

. I
I
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Annex B: Project Results Framework (MUST include sex- and age disaggregated data)

Opinion polls at
central and local level
(disaggregated by sex
and age)

The political-electoral crisis is resolv_ed
through an inclusive and transparent
dialogue mechanism supported by the
United Nations through which
confidence js developed and
agreements are !ransformed inlo new
policies, legal a11d administrative
reforms, and initiatives to foster
political and social stability.

Semiannual

fre uenc
Outcome Indicator 1 b: degree ot quality ot the
conditions under which dialogue spaces are
established

Uprnion polls at
central and local level
(disaggregated by sex

Year 1: Medium

Year 2: High

and age)
Baseline: Low
Target High

Semiannual

fre ucnc
Outcome Indicator 1 c: degree of quality of the
proposals provided for priority reforms

Outcome lndlcator 1d: number of binding
agreements reached within the political dialogue ·s
technical committees

Outcome Indicator 1e· number of new policies,
laws, bl-laws and initiatives such as projects and
programmes promoted by the political dialogue·s
executive committee

Opinion polls at
central and local level
(disaggregated by sex
and age}
Semiannual
fre uenc
Signed documents

------~------;

Year 1 · Medium
Year 2: High

Year1:4
Year 2- 4

Semiannual
frequency

Opinmn polls at
central and local level
(disaggregated by sex
and age)

Year 1. 2
Year 2: 2

Semiannual
fre uenc

Progress reports
An enabling environment created
by helping to lower tensions and
generate confidence in an
eventual dialogue process

Yearl:1

Compendium of initiatives wilh a focus on
reconciliation and governance
Baseline: o

Tar et: 1
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List of activlties under this Output:

Output Indicator 1.1.2

1. Define a minimum consensus
on conditions for an inclusive
political dialogue

The methodology of an eventual dialogue defined
with the main social and political actors

2, Create synergies among various
polarized civil society groups Lo
promote a proactive role, reduce
tensions and generate confidence
in an eventual dialogue process
3. Develop mediation and conflict
resolution capacities of key Human
Rights Institutions including their
teams in selected regions

Baseline: O
Tarnet: 1
Output Indicator 1.1 3

Progress reports

Year1:1

Progress reports

Year1:1

Progress reports

Year1:1

Progress reports

Year 1: 5
Year 2: 8

Global roadmap
Baseline: 0
Taroel: 1
Output Indicator 1:f4

..

-·--

Map of actors
Baseline: 0
Taroet 1
Output lndlcator 1 1.5
Number of meetings of the Mesa de tnter/ocuci6n

(DDHH)
Baseline: o
Tarnet:13
Output Indicator 1.1.6

Statistics of
participation
disaggregated by sex
and age
..

Progress reports

Year1:1

Progress reports

Year1:4

Code of conduct published
Baseline:O
Targe!:1
Output Indicator 1 1.7

Baseline: 0
Target: 4

Statistics of
participation
disaggregated by sex
and age

Output Indicator 1.1.8

Progress reports

Year1:1

Proaress reoorts

Year1:2

Number of training workshops organized

CurncuJum for capacity development elaborated
Baseline: 0
Target: 1
Outout Indicator 1.1.9

..•
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Training workshops on po!itica,I analysis and
scenarios

Baseline: 0
Tarnet:4
Output lndicator 1.2.1

I
I Output 1.2
Minimum conditions created lo
reestablish the democratic and
inclusive dialogue space

Numbe.r of local consultations organized

Baseline:O

Target:1_{}_ _ _ . . _
List of activities under this Output:

Output Indicator 1.2.2

1. Facilitate community and/ or
sectoral consultations as a means
for conflict mediation and/or
prevention.

Number of sectoral consultations organized

2. Inclusive and transparent
dialogue process facilitated among
political actors.

"

Year 2. 2

Statistics of
participation
disaggregated by sex
and age
Progress reports
Statistics of
participation
disaggregated by sex
and aqe
Progress reports

Year1· 8
Year 2: 2

"""

Year 1: 8
Year 2: 2

-

Statistics of

partic1pat1on
Baseline:O
f-~et10
Output Indicator 1.2.3

Number of technical meetings organized with civil
society and I or political parties
Baseline;O
Taroet8
Output Indicator 1-2-4
Number of concept notes or proposals prepared
by civil society and I or political parties with UNDP
support
Baseline:O
Taroet4
Output Indicator 1.2.5

disaggregated by sex
and aae
Progress reports

""

Year 1: 5
Year 2: 3

Statistics of
participation
disaggregated by sex
and age
Progress reports

I
I
I

Year1:2
Year 2: 2

Statistics of
participation
disaggregated by sex
and age

Progress reports

Year1:1

Progress reports

Year1: 1
Year 2: 1

Communication strategy developed and
implemented
Baseline:O
Target:1_, __
Output Indicator 1.2.6
Opinion polls and socialization of results
Baseline:O
"

Ta.aJ~!:2

Statistics of
participation
disaggregated by sex
and aqe
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Oulpul Indicator 1.2.7

Progress reports

Number of consultat1ons organized around the
national dialogue with key actors

Statistics of
participation

Baseline:O

Year1: 5
Year 2: 9

' disaggregated by sex
and age

Tar~t:14

Progress reports

Year1:1

Output Indicator 1 .3.2

Progress reports

Year1. 5
Year 2: 3

Number of technical meetings organized with
instances of the National Congress (CN)

Statistics of
participation
disaggregated by sex
and age

Output 1.3

Output Indicator 1 3.1

Prioritized reforms (ex.
constitutional, electoral,
administrative, etc.) facilitated to
support the resolution of the
politico-electoral crisis and prevent
future related connicts

Compendium of recommendations elaborated and
socialized

BaseJine:O

Taraet:I

List of act!vitles under this Output:

i. Provide technical assistance for
defining and adopting prioritized
reforms (ej. constitutional,
electoral, adminislrative, etc.)

Baseline:O
Tarqet;8
Output Indicator 1.3.3

.

Progress reports

Year 1: 2
Year 2: 2

Output Indicator 1.3.4

Progress reports

Year 1: 5
Year 2: 9

Number of technical meetings organized with lhe
main aclors of the national dialogue

Statistics of
participation
disaggregated by sex
and age

Number of concept notes or proposals prepared
by the National Congress instances with UNDP
support
Baseline.a

Taraet4

Baseline:O

Taraet14

.

Output Indicator 1.3.5

Progress reports

Number of consultatlons organized around the
reforms prioritize~ by the main actors

Statistics of
participation
disaggregated by sex
and age

Baseline:O
Taraet:4

Year 1: 2
Year 2: 2
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Annex C: Checklist of project implementation readiness

Have all implementing partners been identified?
X
Hav13_.TORs for key project staff been finalized and ready to advertise?
X
Have project sites been identified?
X
Have local communities and government offices been consulted/ sensitized on the existence
X
the ro eel?
5. Has any preliminary an~sis/ identification of lessons learned/ existing activities been dgn_e_?-+--X-+--+-----------6. Have beneficiary criteria been identified?
X
7. Have any agreements been made with the relevant Government counterparts relating to
X
____ 2roject implementation sites, approaches. Governm'-'e~n~t~c~o~n~tr~ib'-'uC.Ct'-'io"-n'-'?--~--------+-~-+----+----- - - - - - - - - - - 1
8. Have clear arrangements been made on project implementing approach between project
X
reci ient or anizations?
9. What other preparatory activities need to be undertaken before actual project
N/A
im lementation can be in and how Ion will this take?
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Annex D: Theory of Change schema

Result

get involved in dialogue
spaces.

Immediate
Causes

The agreements reached
have the support of the
most representative
groups of Honduran
society.

Minimum conditions

Underlying
Causes

.

:'.~~~:k~·~·~·s·~.s: :·;·n;_·,~h~\_:

t8?:~-n~g·~~:~~t:·~?,?.·'..r.:

~:-,; ~1-~~:J~~i~,~~~~t~~:·:'._:

! \ :· ·:

-li

/~__9\1i_1s~Y~i~~:~.9.f~!.;~,~-~trt?/\:.,:'.,

, ,,, ,,,, ,, , .,., ,,,., , ,

Monitoring, dialogue and
coordination mechanisms
<ire in place to concretize

the agreen1ents and
associated reforms.

Structural
Causes

future conflicts Jn
Honduran soclety, in

accordance with the

:·.:.··;:,·:-·:i1:f!~·k_:i:~'~:ffry_tiOH~:·_a:r;d·-·;,'.·._:··--

-'norma'tlVe:fr'alnew.oiks that'~
:d.~:·_.n~i~ ~-~s:~·o n:~t t~~:,th,e·:;_::··<,'-'::

created to restore
dialogue spaces and
peacefully resolve

recommendations of

the UN Exploratory

by the UN
Secretary General,

Mission sent

following the 2017
polfticaJ--e!ectoral crisis.

Human and ffnqni;:ial

resources are timely

available.
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Annex D - PBF project budget
Note: If this is a budget revision, insert extra columns to show budget changes.
Table 1- PBF project budget by Outcome, output and activity

UNDJJ; aclivi1ieshighlighted with y_ellow will
OuLc01nc/ Output number

Outcome/ output/ activity formulation:

be partially supported by
DP A (see re1narks for more
details)

Percent of budget for
each output reserved for
direct action on gender

Any remarks (e.g. on types of inputs provided or budget justification,
for exan1plc if high TA or travel costs)

equality (if any):

OlJ'fCOl\'IE 1: More suitable environment and better conditions are created for the development of an inclusive and transparent national dialogue to resolve the political-clcctoral crisis and pave the
way to national reconciliation.
Output 1.1:

An enabling environment created by helping to
lower tensions and generate confidence in an
eventual dialo1•ue nrocess

Activity l. l. 1·

Define a minimum consensus on cohditions-for·an
inclusive political dialogue

.,_ ----1--·

.·:
'

_'"'-- _ '__:·

.

'

-

,_-_-_--

- --

.. ,
'

'

_i-StafflU14 ot11,~r :pers.onn_~I

-,-_-__::·
'

Output 1.2:
Aclivily 1.2.1:

AcLiviLy 1.2.2:

,'

Create synergies among various polarized civil
soci~!y groups to pro1note a proactive role, reduce
tensions and generate confidence in an eventual
dialom 1 e nrocess
.· -L-Staffiind'.-Otbe{persOnne!
: . : · '· .. ".,· .
Develop mediation and c;onllict resolution
capacities of key Human Rights Institutions
including their teams in selected re2:ions
Minimum conditions created to reestablish the
democratic and inclusive dialoeue suacc
Facilitate cmnmunity and/ or sectoral consultations
as a means for confHct mediation and/or prevention.

Inclusive and transparent dialogue process
facilitated among political actors:

4. Contractuaf se~i~es

28,196
= - <.-~---

111,495

Prioritized reforms (ex. constitutional, electoral,
administrative, etc.) facilitated to support the
resolution of the politico-electoral crisis and
nevent future related conflicts

Activity 1.3. l:

Provide technical assistance for defining and
adopting prioritized refonns (eJ. constitutional,
electoral, adrninisLralive, etc)

----20,boo

-- --

,- __ re21.'0fii:atio11a1 and international-_exp,erJ:s= ~-d~r~clJ;fUtOrs for
suppOrting polltical dialogue's technical griJ_ups·_------

30,000

20o/o
_,-_ -- ':,._ Human Rights and Indigenous· peopleS;'SPecfalist

'

-_-- '-_ 11-,--19.6

'

20o/o

····.·

.·· .·.·

·..

. •·.

125,791

383,493

''•

DPA; Tedm1cal assistance for facilitating and maintaining dialogue
spaces, and building bridges for reconciliation and conflict resolut10n
201}0 among political actors. Expert inissions for conflict analysis,
1_:
prevention and 1nitigation. and also strategic com1nunication
emoluments, DSA_ t_ransporl, 1·erminal expenses, indirect cosrs),
·.
--'
_-- P~ol:ofhat~Oriar arid frit~m_atio_1:i.a~experts·anCf 0 fa,Cilit~tOr-S ~cir.--.:·.::·,· __·_:, · ..
: :. - · ._.:· '----.-_- - S\innortin~-political dialoJTJie's technicaFo-roups--····.: .· ..·,·.: ·,.,_._::·:
1

',

Output 1.3:

DPA; Expert missions for political analysis and risk assesstnenllfollow
Technical assistance on gender, comffiunications and dialogue
rriethodolo=i-: -

'

' '

'•

Activity 1.1.3:

0

_Q% up (e1uohunents, DSA; lnmsport, tenninal expenses, indirect costs_).

-'--_,--lo-· --

'

Activity 1.1.2:

'J

120,340

522,934

DPA: Supporl the National Congress in the definition of key reforms,
elaboration and/ or review of corresponding legal and/ or regulatory
20% prOposals. Support civil society a11d political parties in proposing
reform proposals for review by concerned authorities (e1nol1.1me11ts,
DSA, transport, tenninal expenses. indirect costs)_

-

'

,
25 000

---~-

StaJI and'Other personnel
_-__-

Hlliriiirl Rights and lndige:imltS periples -Sp"ecialist
- - ~ ---=-,~.;:- :~ _-. ----_~_-,-_cc~: -- Po_ol_ of"Jlational arid inteinatioTial expef!s_ ai:id facilitatois-£6-r· -- _--=-=-c
su;.,nOrtirir.--n:Olitical dialogue' s technicaLii:fOUPs_-='i'c-- -

- --c_,-- -

--

- ---"----

', 4. Co11tractual SeiV1ceS
'...

4. Contractual services -- -- : ' -----

•. . .

-------

---

TOTALS FOR Ol!TCOl\lE 1:

, .,~, 1s,900
.

- I- --

50,000
225,979

1 292 249
-:

Project personnel costs if not
included in activities above
Project operational costs ifnol
included in activities above
Project M&E budget

-

~

---" -

169,431

58,545
-':--

4. Contffictual serVices

SllB-TOTAL PROJECT
Indirect sunnort costs (7'%):
TOTAL PROJECT BUDGET:

44)83

l-c- •'

.

-

- .. · ....

'

-_- --- - ---

' ·-·: . -1----- _____ _,_ -------

---

91,634
.·
.
1 611,859
J.12,830
1 724 689

---------------

·

MonitorinirsoeCial1st

.

i-.-

19~650

245~629

-','--

- --

:, ·.. ·.'

''

.

'·-_-,----

·'

._ -:.-- -,

.

Table 2 - PBF project budget by UN cost category

355,423

152,324

507,747

11,865

5,085

16,950

3,500

1,500

5,000

Denreciation l
4. Contractual services

594,808

254,918

849,725

5.Travel

127,148

54,492

181,641

15,239
35,557
other Direct Costs
Sub-Total Project Costs _; 0·•c L''t;128,301 ~-~~SSS

50,795

1. Staff and other personnel
2. Supplies, Commodities,
Materials
3. Equipment, Vehicles, and
Furniture (including

6. Transfers and Grants to
Counteroarts
7. General Operating and

8. Indirect Support Costs
must be 7%\

78,981

33,849

"'+'~~~¥"'~=
~~P.1'7!1'~,,~"i"W·t~~~~~~~~.~~61Ti1~;s~s9~··
112,830

